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MISCELLANEOUS

CHARTS

Adams’ SynChronological Chart or Map of History, Sebastian Adams (reprint of 1871 chart).  This visual chart combines secular
and Biblical history chronologically by culture and nation from creation to the 1870s.  It consists of 20 full-color fanfold panels each
about 12 by 27 inches and includes a 60 page “key” booklet.
Note: these are large and hard to ship so try to order for PU at a book table or meeting if possible.
     *Hardcover bound version $50.00 + PST
     *Wall mount version (same fanfold pages plus “key” booklet) $42.45 + PST
     Teacher’s guide for above chart. $7.00

BIBLE STUDY CHARTS by Dr. John Whitcomb, a set of 6 plastic covered charts covering key periods of Bible history. Add
PST to $16.04

*Big Book of Earth & Sky, (2013, 15’’ folded chart in hard slipcover, full color).  It shows the earth from the inner core to outer

atmosphere.  Great teaching tool.  Ages 7 - 11. $20.75 + PST

     Teacher’s guide for the above chart. $7.00

*Big Book of History, Welch/Hodge/Ham (2011, hardcover, full color ill.). This is a 15 foot fold-out time-line from Creation to
Modern Computers. $25.47 + PST
     As above but chart only (not bound). $19.81 + PST
     Teacher’’s guide for the above chart. $7.00

From Adam to Jesus, (2017, 28 pages, hardcover, full color ill.).  Two 13 foot charts in one: “Creation to Crucifixion Timeline”
and “Panorama of Jerusalem A.D. 33”, the latter as painted by Professor Elimar Ulrich Bruno Piglhein (1848-1894).  Very
interesting! $25.47 + PST

MAGAZINES

Answers magazine is published bi-monthly by Answers in Genesis (USA).  It has many excellent short articles with a home school

emphasis.  We have sample back issues available for $7.00 each.  Subscribe on line at the Answers in Genesis web site.

Creation Magazine is produced by Creation Ministries International (CMI) in Australia.  Back issue samples sell for $7.00 each. 
Subscriptions can be placed on-line at <Creation.com>.    

        MIX AND MATCH SPECIAL:  Get any 3 or more back issues of Answers and Creation for only $5 each.

CD-ROMs

Evolution: The Grand Experiment.  CD-ROM containing video clips, PDF’s and electronic files.      $13.21 + PST
Evolution: Living Fossils, Vol. II.  CD-ROM containing video clips, PDF’s and electronic files.     $13.21 + PST
      For more information see “Evolution…” in the Introductory file.

NOTE: Some of the items on this page are only available as long as supplies last.


